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Maintaining accurate financial books is not just an important legal requirement that 

companies have to meet; it is also a necessity to run a business. Companies have to 

prepare financial books to show their profits, pay taxes, and demonstrate the health of the 

business.  

 

Financial bookkeeping is a universal need. While many companies handle this in-house, 

equally many companies, especially large ones, choose to outsource the creation and 

reconciliation of the books of accounts, and the creation of financial statements such as the 

Balance Sheet and P&L at the end of every accounting period. 

 

Over the last decade, with the advent of technology-based accounting systems, companies 

have gone the electronic way in the maintenance of financial data as this enables easy 

aggregation and reconciliation, saving many thousands of man-hours and a huge amount 

of money in these accounting activities.  

 

A backend accounting software system necessitates many effort-intensive activities so that 

the financial books can be easily prepared: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Coding of transactions 
to enable data 

summarization  

 
 
Paper to digital 
conversion 
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Data extraction from 
diverse digitized sources  
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Data reconciliation 

Diverse source documents that are related to any and 
every financial transaction of a company are converted 
through OCR to digital form from which data can then be 
extracted as required.  
 
 
 
Extraction of data from digitized sources into pre-defined 
templates is done so that a consolidated view of the 
hundreds and thousands of financial transactions can be 
obtained later. 
 
 
 
Financial transactions are coded under appropriate heads 
to facilitate their summarization per standard accounting 
norms, through a backend accounting system. 
 
 
 
The fundamental accounting principle - ”debits  (financial 
outflows) matching credits (financial inflows)” - requires 
reconciliation of the data for each template that has been 
populated.  
 
 
 
Various financial statements are then consolidated 
periodically to give a view of the financial health of each 
business unit of the organization 
 
 

 

 
 
Transaction data coding 
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Data reconciliation 
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Processes Entailed in Digitally Managing an  

Organization’s Financial Information 

 
Consolidation of various 
financial statements for 
each business unit and 
for the company 
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How do we help you meet the needs of maintaining financial information? 

 

B2R is a social enterprise based in rural Uttarakhand, India. We provide high-quality 

financial data extraction, coding and reconciliation services.  

 

Our vast experience with financial data of varied businesses – restaurants, department 

stores, and auto parts companies – has enabled us to build the capability to service 

financial data record management needs across different kinds of businesses. 

 

Through our last 4 years’ of experience with clients in various verticals, including 

Accounting and Financial Services, we have the required expertise in data conversion, 

extraction, coding and reconciliation.  

 

Almost all business processes that we have been engaged on have required conversion, to 

high quality editable digital form, voluminous content from PDFs or paper sources.   

 

We have years of experience in data entry and data extraction of different kinds – financial 

data as well as non-financial data, and offer high quality data entry and data extraction 

services. 

 

We have expertise on working on both Windows and Open source systems, and on varied 

software platforms – some custom to our clients. Our teams therefore have the capability 

to acquire skills rapidly with any new software tool or platform. 

 

 
What difference do we bring to Financial Data Record Management? 

 

Clients have varied financial data management needs. Large clients with many business 

units can often generate thousands of transactions and require quick turnaround times.  

 

With a large pool of people experienced in financial data extraction, coding and 

reconciliation processes, we have the capability to service large needs with small 

turnaround times. 

 

Alongside turnaround, the accuracy of numerical information is important. For most adults, 

working with numbers is not an inherent capability. As part of our capability development 

on financial processes, we focus on creating this capability. 

 

Strong internal processes are the hallmark of our delivery; through well-defined and 

meticulously implemented processes we ensure that our teams consistently deliver high 

quality output. 

 

Our experience in the Accounting and Financial Services is appended to this document. 
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Why should you partner with B2R? 

 
Financial data record management is effort-intensive and tedious, especially when an 
organization deals with end-customers, or has hundreds of products or services. The 
daunting effort often compels organizations to outsource this work to organizations that 
have the required skills in the processes that this data management entails.  
 
Collaboration with B2R gives our customers the advantage of focusing on their core 
business.  
 
If you are a company who wishes to focus solely on providing high-end financial data 
services such as data analysis for other companies, then B2R offers you a capability to 
provide end-to-end services – B2R focusing on the effort-intensive, initial processes 
dealing with data conversion to simple reconciliation, allowing you to focus on the complex 
aggregation and reconciliation of financial records. A dedicated pool of trained resources 
can allow you to offer large-volume data management capability to your clients.  
 
Business fluctuations – weekly, monthly and annual – imply that the volume of financial 
transactions will also vary. This necessitates a flexible skilled work pool, which also B2R 
offers to its customers. 
 
The social dimension of our business cannot be ignored – we are providing livelihood and 
sustenance means to over 300 rural youth in the hills of Uttarakhand. This is no small 
impact in the areas we are located, where the monthly income is the perhaps equivalent to 
the cost of one meal for an individual in a metropolitan city of India. You too can be a part 
of the social impact that B2R is making. 
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B2R Accounting & Financial Clients & Services Quick-View 

 

 
 

 
Client: Indian BPO servicing the US market 

 

 
Their customers whom we service:  
 A large restaurant chain with over 2000 restaurants 
 Large grocery chain with over a 1000 stores 
 Over a 1000 automobile spare parts company with over a 1000 stores 

 

Service  Work Done Delivery 
Highlights 

Formats & Technologies 
Deployed 

 

All of the following 
services for all the 
above mentioned 
customers: 

 
1. Paper to Digital 

Conversion 
 
2. Data extraction 

from diverse 
digitized 
sources  

 
3. Transaction 

coding 
 
4. Data 

Reconciliation 
 

B2R services the needs of 
weekly/monthly financial data 
consolidation and reconciliation of each 
business unit of the above mentioned 
customers; i.e. each restaurant of the 
restaurant chain, each store of the 
grocery chain, and each store of the auto 
spare parts company. 

We work with inputs such as Bank 
statements, Credit card statements, 
Weekly and Fortnightly Payroll 
statements, and Sales ledgers. We 
consolidate and reconcile the data by 
each unique account (eg for each bank 
account of a store). 

We manage processes within different 
work queues for each transaction type of 
these businesses: Accounts Payable, 
Sales Journal/Sales Book, Bank 
Statement, Payroll, Check Register, 
Credit Card, and Bank Debit. 
 
Our client has a portal for consolidation 
of all financial reports. The financial 
templates for each business unit are all 
stored within this portal. The data, once 
available digitally from source 
documents, is extracted into these 
templates and is coded and reconciled 
so that our client can then do further 
aggregation and reconciliation for its 
clients. 
 

Flexible team size 
based on varying 
volume of work 

 

Multi-skilled team 
to work with 
varying volumes of 
transactions 
across the 
businesses 

 

Financial data 
from stores comes 
in varying formats 
requiring us to 
demonstrate a 
high degree of 
adaptability to new 
formats, while 
maintaining 
accuracy of the 
data extraction 
and reconciliation 

 

 
- Cute PDF Writer 
- Excel 
- OCR software 
- Client accounting portal 
which further connects to 
port the data to SAP/Great 
Plains 
 
 

 


